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In the present paper, a new lifting-surface theory for 
viscous flow is described. The theory is based on the Imai' s 
elementary solutions of the three-dimensional incompressible 
Oseen flow. The lifting force on a flat plate in the viscous 
flow can be -calculated by means of the theory which consists of 
the following three steps: (1) The first step is to find ap-
proximately the vorticity distribution by means of the lifting-
surface theory of D.E.Davies on the assumptionofinvicid flow, 
(2) the second is to calculate the induced velocity due to the 
viscous component of the kernel for the vorticity distribution 
found in the first step, (3) the third is to calculate the 
vorticity distribution and the lifting force applied on a flat 
plate by mea~s of the D.E.Davies's method, after modifying the 
induced velocity of the boundary conditions by substitution of 
that estimated in the second step. The effects of viscosi ty of 
fluid and of aspect ratio of a rectangular flat plate on the 
lifting force are discussed by using some computational results. 
1. Introduction 
95 
Al though there have been developed many lifting-surface theo-
r ies on the assumption of invicid flow and they are available to dis-
cuss the lifting force on the wing in consideration of unsteadiness 
and compressibility of the flow, there have been very few lifting-
surface theories which are available to discuss the effects of vis-
cosity of fluid on the lifting force applied on the finite span wing. 
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The papers by S.N.Brown et al. (1) and by S.Murata et al. (2) discuss 
the effects of viscosity on the unsteady force applied on the vibrat-
ing flat plate. The former develops the theory based on the bound-
ary layer approximation and the latter based on the Oseen approxima-
tion. If the former method is extended and applied to a three-dimen-
sional wing, the expressions may become too complicated. On the other 
hand, the Oseen approximation possesses the merit that the expression 
can desribe the whole field of flow with only one linear equation and 
it may be said that the Oseen approximation is useful to discuss the 
effects of viscosity on the lifting force. Recently, S . Murata et al. 
(3) have published the elementary solutions of the three-dimensional 
Oseen flow. It may be possible to establish a lifting-surface theo-
ry for unsteady and viscous flow by making use of their solutions, and 
it will be discussed in the second paper. 
In the present paper, a lifting-surface theory based on the Imai' s 
elementary solution of the three-dimensional steady incompressible 
Oseen flow is proposed. The effects of viscosity and of the aspect 
ratio of the rectangular flat plate on the lifting force are discuss-
ed by the aid of some examples of numerical calculation. 
2. Lifting-Surface Theory 
2.1 Integral Equation 
Consider the steady incompressible flow of fluid wi th perturba-
tion velocity 'V, perturbation pressure", density JI, kinematic visco-
si ty )oS, when a small concentrated force is applied at the original 
point in an otherwise uniform flow with velocity , in the .x:direction. 
Applying the Oseen approximation to the flow, the fundamental equa-
tions are as follows: 
dill' V - 0 (1) 
tT -= - -; frLd. l' .... ,; ,,21/ ( 2 ) 
K.Imai(4) published the elementary solution of the above equa-
tions. The solution expresses the induced velocity due to an Oseen-
let with strength 4kPUA which is put on the original point, where A 
denotes one of unit vectors i, .;, I( in x, " .is: directions , respectively. 
The solution is expressed as follows: 
" rot rot A (If - +f) ( 3 ) 
where 
(4) 
(5) 
ff - tOI (Tl - X) 
rJ X.2 + y.Z .... ZZ 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Let the induced velocity due to the Oseenlet with the axis in 
the z direction be vZ>, it becomes as follows after putting ~ -~: 
_2.e- f (r,-X)]IK+ Ji-X z [(...!..+-_l_){l_~-A(n-z.)} 
lj.t 'f'+ 1.2 ~ Xi -x: 
_ te -'Cri-X)] ~ f.-ZIC 
~ lJZ + ZZ (9) 
Next, the lifting force on a rectangular flat plate with infi-
nitely small thickness which is iwmersed in the uniform flow will be 
discussed. The co-ordinate axes are taken as shown in Fig.l. Let 
the chord length be c and span S. In case of distributions of Oseen-
lets with the dimensionless strength 1(x_, ~.) on the wing surface, 
the induced veloci ty V = ui+ 11';'+ Vlk at a point (x , 'I. 0) on the wing 
surface is as follows after putting % = 0 in Eq. (9) : 
U. = V == 0 6 (10) 
oc ex, V) - ....Je.... __ If' i" 1-(X., 'I.) k (:.r - x# .. 1J.- 'I.) dr.tJ J. '10 (11) 
V -l-
-~ 
2 
z y 
Fig.l Co-ordinate system and a flat plate in uniform flow 
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Here ct denotes the induced incident angle and it decides the boundary 
conditions. From Eq.(9), the kernel K in the above eauation becomes 
as follows: 
(12) 
)( _ ~ - XD, Y - ~ - ~. (13) 
There is a relationship between vorticity distribution t(x" 1.) and 
pressure difference A1'(~" ~II) at a point (x" '1'/ 0) on the wing surface 
as follows: 
(14) 
The relationship among lifting force L, 4fJ and l' is given as follows: 
(15) 
Therefore, after solving the integral equation (11) about r, L can be 
calculated from Eq.(15). 
2.2 Three Steps for Calculating the Lifting Force 
In order to solve the integral equation (11) and to calculate 
the lifting force, a new lifting-surface theory should be devised in 
consideration of viscosity. The kernel (12) can be divided into the 
invicid component Kt and the viscous component Kv as follows: 
where 
K{(X, y) - - (1 ~ ~ ) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
1 -I(1i -X). 2' -,(r-x) I<v (X, Y) - R(f-X) e if- R e (19) 
H.MulthOPp(5) and D.E.Davies(6) published the lifting-surface 
theories. They applied the methods of interpolation function to Kp 
after changing Eq. (11) into the first order principal value inte-
gral and evaluating the logarithmic singularities of the integral of 
1<.,.. However, if their methods are applied directly to the case of 
viscous fluid, the logarithmic singularities and Kv areextrernely ef-
fected by Reynolds number R. - 'c. Therefore, no interpolation func-
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tions are valid for the wide range of L. Now, a lifting-surface the-
ory for viscous flow, which is subjective to the range of Rc~fO, will 
be proposed. The range of I?~ ~ JO seems to have comparatively small ef-
fects of viscosi ty. The theory includes the next three steps for 
calculation of the lifting force; 
(i) First, assuming the invicid flow, 1- 1, for the invicid com-
ponent of the kernel is calculated by means of D. E. Davies's method 
after putting K- Ir,,_ y~/(' and «_1 in Eq. (11). 
(.ii) Putting 1-l't , I<-I<v in Eq. (11), the induced incicl.ent angle ct", 
due to the viscous component of the kernel is calculated. 
(ill) Putting «,.-I(-O(v, where (XI' denotes the induced incident an-
gle due to the invicid component of the kernel, 'f is calculated by 
means of the lifting-surface theory of D. E. Davies , and then the lift-
ing force L is calculated from Eq. (15) . 
2.2.1 Calculation of t, by Lifting-Surface Theory for Invicid Flow 
The lifting-surface theory for invicid flow is applied to the 
steps of (i) and (ill) mentioned in the preceding section. In the pres-
ent section, how to apply the theory of D. E. Davies(6) for invicid 
unsteady supersonic flow to the incompressible steady flow is described. 
The dimensionless co-ordinates are introduced for a flat plate 
with chord length C and span S as follows: 
r; - ~ C I 
x., ~o = -c- ) 
Moreover, putting 
1', ( ~" "l (J) =- 1, ( x, , ~,,) 
(iP(~' 1) = CXt>(x, 'I) 
} (20) 
( 21) 
(22) 
and employing Eq. (17), Eq.(ll) is rewrittten for the case of the in-
vicid flow as follows: 
t1 
ci"1' (~) 1l) = "SC £ (t ~ to)l 11' (~, f 0) I<,~ (X, y) J~. tllo (23) 
The downwash points (f*, ~r) and loading points (~~', 'li) are selected 
as follows: 
~,. - 1- (.os9, 6,- l' :;to (Ie - ~,:z. ---, a) } :2 Z71+1 !r = toB ~r fr =r r- tf (r .. i, 2, - - -,. ) 
.+1 
(24) 
~~ - 1- c039. B, - 2'- 1. ~ (~ _ !,2, ---In.) } 2 271·.,j 
"'is - c.os ~i 4>;- 1- 1t (i _1,2, -- - "..) 
""'1 
(25) 
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where n and. denote the number of the chordwise and spanwise direc-
tions, respectively. Let's express the continuous loading distribu-
tions of 11 (!"~) by using the discontinuous loading distributions 
1,(Ji J ~i) and interpolation functions as follows: 
- • lit _ (.) (_J 
,.., (f,., ~,) - ~ E 1, (~iJ !i) Ju (~,) 'i (7[,). (26) 
.-11-1 (Il) 
In the above equation the interpolation function of h, (~,) has the 
singularities of minus half power at the leading edge of f·lat plate 
and ,/aJ("l,) has no singularities at the wing tips. These functions 
were employed by D.E.Davies(6), and are of the forms 
,,} .. J ("e,) == .2 (-11''1-1 . (} $'"11 9i CJ)3 (71 ... *)9" 1 } 
.. ~ 211 + 1 Sail i • T 'ill ..k. C()S 8,- c()~8. 
" 2 (27) a.J~.)(lIt1) _ ( -1) # .... 1 "~ Sin (7Il 4-1) cPo ~, 111 + 1 s,n j cos 4>,-ClJS<#1j 
where 
~ _ 1 - cos9 0 
"='0 2 ttl - GO:;} CPo (28) 
substituting Eqs.(24) to (28) into Eq.(23), modifying the integral 
equation with the singularities of 1 /y~ into the first order prin-
cipal value integral by partial integration and evaluating the loga-
rithmic singularities, the incidence distributions are expressed as 
follows: 
iiI' (~" 'r) 
where 
-1 
A(tr) - J QOI'tr-f,' Jl-f.'" tI."fp - : (Zf/-1)-: 1,2 
+1 
BCYr) .... t (~r-7fi)2 IOf l1fr-lli' Jl-ftl. p;}!'('I,J 
1-1 
F',i (~,) - 4 ~: h l·)~~) 
1t' a+-1 
-y- J1. - tt 
.x!L J 1 - '1;.\ 
.~1 (ft- ';)0\ 
o 
~ifJI)(~.) - r i;. {~f') (~,)} ]~._ ~, 
(r-i) 
(rti -oltJ) 
Crt j= ~vt1t -'" rtF i ) 
- h~a}«'lC(l+.!)ta. (1l~!)9,_1 eDt ~ t- ~]--L 
, 1-",. t.& z ~,-~. tilt'!l 
(29) 
(30) 
( 31) 
(32) 
( 33) 
(34) 
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(35) 
The influence function r,(~ has no singularities and it can be cal-
culated easily by means of a n~erical method. When ~r- 'i
' 
X {-2 ( X. > 0) K { (X, 0) - -(I+- -R ) - 0 (X < 0) (36) 
and then 
(37) 
are obtained. Here, 
hP,lIJ (%) -f~1pl) (~o) d~() 
Q 
(38) 
Consequently, when ~(~£I l(r) are given as the boundary conditions, 
Eq.(29) can be taken for the simultaneous linear equations about n. 
unknowns of ~ (~.i) rtf.), and they can be solved easily. 
2.2.2 Calculation of dv Due to viscous Component 
The present section deals with the step (ti) mentioned in sec-
tion 2.2. Let the induced velocity due to the viscous component of 
the kernel be lV~ and the induced angle «~. If the loading distribu-
tion of r can be replaced approximately by the distribution of 1ft 
which has been calculated in the first step (i) t we obtain 
fiv(X,'I) - i -I:l't(x., l-)K. (x-X., V-f.) Jr.tI~. 
-% 
The viscous component of the kernel Kv is divided into 
follows: 
kv(x, y) - K"j (X, y) + kv~ (X I y) 
! -'W-x) 1. ;t /v ) KVJ ex, YJ = R(R -X) e - ~KVl \A} Y 
where 
-* }( -A(R-)() 
K"'t (X, Y) - (1 +- ft)e 
KTfz (x, y) - ~14 e -i{Jl-X) 
(39) 
two as 
(40) 
( 41) 
(4 2) 
(43) 
substituting Eqs. (40) to (43) into Eq. (39) and modifying the integral 
equation involving the singularities of 1 / y~ in the viscous compo-
nent K"t into the first order principal value integral equation by 
partial integration, we obtain _ ~L 
0:" (X, y) - J,en : 1t (~1.) Kp1CX, y) ;:;:; -J_:rt;.f",(Xo,IIJKr;X(A;YJ} + 
.a 
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(44) 
The loading distribution of t'(~1 ~~ has nearly a trapezoidal 
shape in the Y direction. That is, it takes a flat shape in the mid-
dle of the span and approaches to zero with steep slopes at the winq 
tips. Thus, we can put 
,e, ( x. , ± f) - 0 
,~. {", (X" ~.)} ~ 0 
conseque,ntly, Eq. (44) becomes 
c .L 
d" (x) 'I) -£ S s~ 't(X./ ,,,) kv,. (XI y) ''I. JK, 
() --
.a 
(45) 
( 46) 
(47) 
(48) 
Assuming that the discontinuous distributions of 7~ may be re-
placed by the linear distributions in the spanwise direction and by 
the interpolation function hi~)(~.) in the chordwise direction, ~ 
is expressed as follows: 
- • • - i") r, (~. J f.) -.1:?: ).',i. (f.) h, (~.) 
'·'h-D 
(49 ) 
where 
1_,',(1 (".) _ '.(~,f~,t1) -1j.(~i, fit) (11 ,,) +;; (~ 71 ) 
rt '1,+1 _ 1111.,.-"tjJ , ~ ,:)i" ";1 (50) 
'il - + J, 1'(~4, 'if) - 0 (jl - 0) } 
'lit - Ii J i,. (~/ fit) - t,{Ji, 'lj) (il - -i -1, ZI- -i 1ft) 
'tj1 - -1, "1"(~i' '11) - 0 (h - 111+1) 
(51) 
Substituting Eq. (49) into Eq. (47) and introducing the dimensionless 
co-ordinates, the downwash points and loading points which were ex-
pressed by Eqs.(20), (24) and (25), respectively, we obtain 
JI ,16-' rft~' £.+1 )(, C J • (fl-£ rfr+E (.,.1 ) «y(~,,'lT) - ~';f, (Jo + J1,-J + ,,+S lhtrJ,) f.o -1 + J'r-t,+ J'r+t 
:\'4,(!.) kvu. (X,YJJr.J ,~, (52) 
Here Sand 6 denote the dimensionless small lengths in the chordwise 
and spanwise directions, respectively. Integrating the right hand of 
Eq. (52), n)ll induced incident angles cl,,(It.,tr) can be calculated. ~ost 
of the integral should be performed by means of a numerical method and 
a part can be integrated analytically. In the intervals of .-S~f.' ,,+$ 
and 'r -t, 'r + t ,we can put 
e-1Ct-XJ _ 1- ,(It-X) (53) 
Therefore, the kernel of Eq.(48) becomes 
and we can put 
Ii,j1 (f,) - 1"." (~il 7(11) 
Consequently, Eq. (52) in the above intervals results in 
ft r,.-$ rJ.+& [ () A ,Jr+! ~s ~ ( J. of- J. ) h~lI(~,) ~ J.. ~:ii (f,) kVt2 (X, y) d~,J J~, 
i=l II ft-6 )1-0 ,-E 
- C:.t (f~'-! LittS) [h~.,,)(f,o) t)i1/~i, 1ljJ )J:1ft-:f [_x (1+ 'x J .!,.J 
,-1 0 .),-$ jl.-o lr-r. " 
- .ZX2 }2 +, (t +2&X) i -~~} d~, J t1~, 
11 rJ,-~, r~4-S)[ ('#J A - { SE 
= C.L (J~ +J. h. (5J L 11'(gi) 7Ij1) (t+#.X) "'.Ix· (!fP' 
,-1 0 f .. -~ 11-0 /\ ~ 2 
+2k3Xt 4.1l-1 :: -2,~ (t +-:ZI?X) cosec.h-1 :.: +l.lse}) d;q 
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(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
Especially, in the intervals of JJ\ -$ ~ ~ (J ~ 1,.+$ and fc- E ~ lr +t of the 
above integral, we can put ht")(JII) == h/") ( ~At) ,and then evaluating 
the logarithmic singularities, we obtain 
(57) 
2.3 Lift Coefficient 
As mentioned in section 2.2, the resultant loading distribution 
1." calcula ted in the third step (iii) may be said to be the very load-
ing distribution r including the effects of viscosity. As a result, 
the lift coefficient including the effects of viscosity is expressed 
'" 
as follows: 
CL = ...!. p;wcs - ~1tJ+tf~li(~oJ~o) d5,d~o 
:2 -1 0 
(58) 
Substitution of Eq. (26) into the above equation yields 
CL - ~ .tt F (~., 7fj) H/lI) tf-j (m) 
, =1J-l 
.( 59) 
where 
1 
H.cll)=£ hr)(~f1) J~, -- .2" !1 si7l9. (60) 
c;p.L J_:~}.)(~,) tl." = 11 :1 sin tPj ( 61) 
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3. Results and Discussions 
The effects of viscosity and aspect ratio on the lifting force 
applied on the finite span rectangular flat plate are represented in 
Fig.2, where the calculations were carried out for the cases of the 
chord length C-J , span S-2, aspect ratios A=S/c =2,4,8,16, Reynolds 
numbers Re = Ie::; uc/ (.2 V ) =10, 100, 1000, CD (invicid) . The computational 
procedures were as follows: 
The numbers of the loading points were (n ,m) = (2,4) when A =2, 
(2,8) when A=4, (2,20) when A=8, (2,40) when A=16. Ci(J"','lr) =1 were 
put for all the downwash points. The simultaneous linear equations 
(29) including 11711 unknowns of t,(~il Tti J were solved by means of the 
sweep-out method. The numerical integrations by the Simpson method 
were applied to Egs. (35), (52) and (56), and the errors for the inte-
grals were kept down in less than 0.1%. In Eq. (52), there may be a 
value of h that I(tI',,, (Xl y) approaches to nearly zero for the range of 
f I ''If - 11.1> h. such values of h were numerically investigated and as 
the results showed that h =0.5, 0.3, 0.1 against Re ==10, 100, 1000, res-
pectively. Now that the values of h are not so great and that kVI~ 
approaches rapidly to zero in the vicinity of Y = h, actually, the 
satisfactory results were obtained by calculation only in case of fj 
= ''It'' and saving of time for computating was attained. $ and e con-
tained in Eqs. (52), (56), (57) were taken as cS'=llf= 0.0001,0.00001, 
0.000003 for 2e =10, 100, 1000, respectively, after discussions about 
their values. 
...I 
U 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
_.o----Re=IO 
100 
_-------- 1003(II!II,Ptoc w,nQ) 
... 
O~---~---~------~---~----...I--~~---~------~---~~----------.. 
o 2 4 8 10 12 16 
A 
Fig.2 Effects of viscosity and aspect ratio on lifting force 
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The computational results for the case of two-dimensional flat 
plate by S.Murata et ale (2) are also shown in Fig.2 for a reference. 
As everybody knows, the relationship between the aspect ratio A and 
lift coefficient c,:, of the elliptic wing in the invicid flow is of 
the form 
CL' = 2X 1+ ...L A 
and the computational results are also shown in Fig.2. 
(62 ) 
The discussions about Fig. 2 lead to the conclusions as follows: 
(I) The lift coefficient of the rectangular flat plate increases 
with higher viscosity (or with lower value of ~e ) • 
(2) At the same value of fe, the value of C~ increases with the 
aspect ratio A and approaches gradually to a constant. 
(3) In case of invicid flow, the lift coefficient C~ of the el-
liptic wing approaches to Cl.. of the rectangular flat plate 
wi th increase of A. 
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